Algebraic type systems provide a general framework for the study of the interaction between typed -calculi and typed rewriting systems. A major problem in the development of a general theory for algebraic type systems is to prove that typing is preserved under reduction (Subject Reduction lemma). In this paper, we propose a general technique to prove Subject Reduction for a large class of algebraic type systems. The idea is to consider for every (functional) algebraic type system a labelled syntax for which Subject Reduction is easy to prove and then prove the equivalence between the labelled and standard syntaxes when the labelled system is strongly normalising. The equivalence can then be used to recover con uence, strong normalisation and subject reduction for the standard syntax.
Introduction
-calculus and term-rewriting are two fundamental computational paradigms. When combined, they give rise to the class of algebraic-functional languages ( 3, 9, 10, 15] ). Recently, H. Geuvers and the rst author have proposed a general framework for the classi cation and study of algebraic-functional languages: algebraic type systems ( 6] ).
Subject Reduction, also known as Type Safeness, states that types are closed under reduction. It is an important property of a type system: for instance it implies that correctness is preserved under evaluation and is needed in most strong normalisation proofs. Unfortunately, it is unknown whether Subject Reduction holds for an arbitrary algebraic type system. Indeed, the reduction relation of algebraic type systems may not be con uent on pseudo-terms (see 9, 16] ) and as a result standard techniques to prove Subject Reduction (see 4, 14] ) cannot be used.
The problem. Let S be an algebraic type system. If ?`M : A and M ! R N, then ?`N : A.
In this paper, we propose a general technique for proving Subject Reduction for a large class of algebraic type systems (and so provide a partial but useful answer to the problem). The central idea is to consider a labelled syntax for which Subject Reduction is easy to establish and then prove that, under suitable conditions, both syntaxes are equivalent. Our work, complemented with a generic proof of strong normalisation ( 6, 19] 1 ), provides a clear and widely applicable meta-theory of algebraic type systems. A particular application of our work is a proof of strong normalisation of the algebraic -cube, see 7] for details. Another, perhaps more important, application is to contribute to a better understanding of the various presentations of type systems. Several presentations are used in the literature, each of which serves a speci c purpose. For example, the labelled syntax we consider is best suited to give a semantics of type systems 2 (see 2, 19, 22] ) while the standard syntax is best suited for proof checking (see 11, 18] ). Our work establishes the equivalence between the two presentations for a large class of systems.
Contents of the paper and prerequisites In Section 2, we introduce the standard and labelled syntaxes of algebraic type systems. The Subject Reduction property for the labelled syntax is proved in Section 3 and the equivalence between the labelled and standard syntaxes is proved in Section 4. In Section 5, we consider an application of our results. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
The paper assumes some basic familiarity with pure type systems (see 4, 14] ) and term-rewriting (see 12, 17] ).
2 Algebraic type systems
Preliminaries
Throughout this section, X is an arbitrary set. All relations will be understood as relations over X. Elements of X are called objects.
If R and S are binary relations, R:S denote their composition. Moreover, for R an arbitrary relation, we use the following notation (below R stands for Re exive, S for symmetric and T for transitive, C for closure):
Notion 
Algebraic type systems
For the sake of clarity, we only consider rst-order rewriting.
De nition 3 A pre-speci cation is a 6-tuple S = (U; S; F; H; P; D) where -U is a set of universes, S is a set of sorts and F is a set of function symbols; -H (U S) U is a set of axioms s.t. 8 2 S:9s 2 U: ( ; s) 2 H.
-P U U U is a set of rules; -D : F ! S ? S is a declaration function. For the sake of hygiene, we assume that U; S; F are pairwise disjoint. Throughout the rest of this paper, we let V be a xed set of variables and let ; ; : : : (resp. f; g; : : :) range over sorts (resp. function symbols). Moreover we de ne the arity ar(f) of a function symbol f 2 F to be the length of the rst component of D(f). K is then de ned as the set of function symbols of arity 0.
To complete the speci cation of an ATS, we introduce algebraic reduction. The approach we follow is inspired from 3, 13] and is equivalent to that of 6].
De nition 4 Let S = (U; S; F; H; P; D) be a pre-speci cation.
-The set L of algebraic terms is given by the abstract syntax: L = V jf (L; : : :; L)
where in the last case the number of arguments applied to f is ar(f). -The set of variables of a term t is denoted by var(t) and is de ned as usual. -A rewrite rule is a pair (l; r) of algebraic terms s.t. l 6 2 V and var(l) var(r) and l; r : for some : V ! S and 2 S. -A rewrite system is a set of rewrite rules. Every rewrite system R may be seen as an unsorted rewrite system and thus induces a relation ! L(R) on L. We can also de ne a relation ! LL(R) by a ! LL(R) b if a ! L(R) b and a; b : for some : V ! S and 2 S.
De nition 5 -An ATS speci cation is a pair consisting of a pre-speci cation S = (U; S; F; H; P; D) and a rewrite system R. By abuse of notation, we write S = (U; S; F; H; P; D; R). -Let property be a property of relations (e.g. con uent or terminating). A speci cation S = (U; S; F; H; P; D; R) is A-property if ! L(R) is property.
-A speci cation S = (U; S; F; H; P; D; R) is functional if A and P are partial maps.
For the remaining of the paper, we assume: Assumption 6 S = (U; S; F; H; P; D; R) is an ATS speci cation. where in the last case, the number of arguments applied to f is ar(f) 3 .
In order to provide a uniform framework for the systems used in the literature, the rules for derivation, in Table 1 , are parametrised by a binary relation R on pseudo-terms, see 20] for a similar idea. For lack of space, only one deductive system`is considered here. The de nition below makes use of contexts, substitutions and -reduction. These are de ned as usual. -`=`# mix .
Labelled syntax
The labelled syntax di ers from the standard one by having labelled abstractions and labelled applications. The set T e of labelled pseudo-terms is de ned by the abstract syntax:
T e = V jU jSjapp var:Te:Te (T e ; T e )j V : T e :T e j var:Te :Te V:T e jf (T e ; : : :; T e ) where in the last case, the number of arguments applied to f is ar(f).
As for the standard syntax, we consider a class of deductive systems indexed by a binary relation R on (labelled) pseudo-terms. The rules for derivation are given in Table 2 . Two speci c deductive systems will be considered. -`e t =`e #mixt and`e l =`e #mixl . Tight -reduction requires the abstraction and application labels to match. In contrast loosereduction which does not impose any condition on labels.
Lemma 9 1. ! t is locally con uent.
2. If S is A-con uent, then ! mixt is locally con uent. Proof by induction on the structure of the terms.
It is unclear whether tight -reduction, which is not left-linear, is con uent.
Throughout the paper, we will use the following standard terminology: a labelled pseudo-term M is legal w.r.t.`e R if there is a context ? and a pseudo-term A such that ?`e R M : A. A labelled pseudo-context ? is legal w.r.t.`e R if there two pseudo-terms M and A such that ?`e R M : A. However the induction step cannot be completed (at step 2) because con uence may fail in presence of algebraic rewriting.
To circumvent this problem we propose a di erent strategy to develop the meta-theory of`for functional, A-con uent ATSs. The strategy is an adaptation of a technique applied originally on Pure Type Systems, (see 2, 19] for details). We proceed in three steps:
1. prove subject reduction of ! mixt for a class of deductive systems`e R ; 2. prove strong normalisation of the labelled syntax using subject reduction if necessary; 3. deduce from functionality and strong normalisation (a) the equivalence between labelled and unlabelled syntaxes (b) con uence, strong normalisationand subject reduction for the standard syntax. We treat Steps 1 and 3 thoroughly.
Step 2 is treated in 2, 19] for Pure Type Systems and by the rst author in a companion paper 7] for Algebraic Type Systems.
3 The subject reduction property for the labelled syntax 
Equivalence results
In this section, we establish under certain conditions an equivalence between (a) labelled deductive systems (b)`e t and`. Only the most important equivalence results are stated here. There are further, more general, results which we omit for the lack of space.
A general equivalence result for labelled deductive systems
Throughout this subsection, Q, R and S denote binary relations on labelled pseudo-terms. 
More labelled equivalences
In this subsection, we prove two further equivalence results for the labelled syntax. Both results will be used to prove the equivalence between the labelled and unlabelled syntaxes. An interesting point about ! T(mixt) is that it is con uent when ! mixt is canonical on legal terms of`e t .
The second result is concerned with an equivalence between`e t and`e l . We start with a preliminary result:
Lemma 
Equivalence between labelled and unlabelled syntaxes
In this section, we establish the main equivalence result between labelled and unlabelled syntaxes. For the lack of space, we only consider the equivalence between`and`e t .
There is an obvious translation from T e to T which erases labels:
De nition 27 (The translation) The map jj jj : T e ! T is de ned inductively as follows: The fundamental fact about labels is that, under suitable conditions, every derivable judgement can be labelled without losing derivability. Throughout this subsection, we assume:
Assumption 29 S is a functional algebraic type system. Moreover ! mixt is canonical on legal terms of`e t .
We start with some preliminary results.
Proposition In order to be able to prove the equivalence between`and`e t , it is necessary to show that standard reductions may be lifted to labelled ones. The following result is also useful to deduce subject reduction and strong normalisation from labelled subject reduction and strong normalisation.
Lemma 34 Assume ?`e t M : A. 
Application
Under suitable conditions, subject reduction for`can be deduced from subject reduction of`e t .
Proposition 38 Let S be a functional ATS. Assume ! mixt is canonical on legal terms of`e t .
Then`has the Subject Reduction property w.r.t. ! mix . Moreover ! mix is canonical on legal terms of`. Corollary 39 A-canonical systems of the algebraic -cube are strongly normalising. Proof by Proposition 38, it is enough to prove strong normalisation of ! mixt on legal terms of`e t .
See 7] for such a proof.
Conclusion
Proving the equivalence between the various formulations of algebraic or pure type systems is a vital exercise. It contributes to a better understanding of type systems and allows to derive results from one formalism to another. The main technical contribution of this paper is a proof of subject reduction for functional, A-con uent algebraic type systems which are strongly normalising for the labelled syntax. Although we have been unable to prove Subject Reduction for an arbitrary algebraic type system, our result is interesting because it is based on a simple technique and applies to an important class of algebraic type systems. Moreover, the technique in itself is interesting as it is very general and may be used in other type-theoretic frameworks where the reduction relation is not con uent on pseudo-terms. These include:
-pure and algebraic type systems with -reduction, -pure type systems with congruence types ( 5]) -classical pure type systems ( 8] Appendix: proofs Proof of Corollary 20 the last statement is easy to prove with proposition 18. As for the rst statement, we prove the following sequence of inequalities
We proceed in reverse order. S ' S is easy. It follows that S has the Q-SR property and that Q < S . We apply Proposition 19 to get S ' Q ! S (Q op ) ! . The last inequality follows Q ! (Q op ) ! Q ! S (Q op ) ! .
Proof of Theorem 21 we only prove the rst part as the second part is easy. Let Q be ! mixt . It follows from H 2 and H 3 that Q $ R therefore Q $ < R. On the other hand Theorem 14 shows that R has the Q-SR property. Hence we can apply corollary 20 to get # mixt v R.
Proof of Lemma 23 the direction # T(R) v# R is the consequence of T(R) R. The reverse direction is a nice application of lemma 18. To prove that R <# T(R) suppose that ?`e #T(R) M : A and ?`e #T(R) B : s and A # R B. The following properties induce A # T(R) B:
1. the relation # R is closed under substitution, so A is legal w.r.t.`e # R by Correctness of Types, 2. B is legal, A # R B and`e #R has R-SR. Hence, the Conversion rule can be applied in`e # T(R) in order to get ?`e # T(R) M : B. We conclude that # R <# T(R) and so # R v# T(R) .
Proof of Lemma 25 by induction on the length of the derivation. Note that we only have to prove the result for M ! l M 0 as ! R ! mixt . The only interesting case is when the last rule is an application rule and the subject of the judgement is a redex w.r. -application: let M app x:C:D (t; u) and jjM jj jjtjjjjujj ! mix N 0 . We use the induction hypothesis if the reduction occurs in jjtjj or jjujj. When jjM jj itself is a -redex then t 
